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Peer instruction is amethod for activating students during lectures, which has gained a considerable amount of attention in

higher education due to claims of dramatic improvement in learning gains. The purpose of this qualitative research study is

to investigate what types of discussions engineering students engage in during a peer instruction session and what learning

possibilities that are enabled by these different types of discussions. We observed twelve students during six separate and

simulatedpeer instruction sessions and the studentswere interviewed individually after the sessions.Ananalysis of the data

revealed that the students engaged in three qualitatively different types of discussions: affirmative discussions, motivating

discussions, and argumentative discussions. We characterize these different types of discussions in terms of the number of

alternative answers the students discuss, the extent to which they draw on prior knowledge and experiences, as well as the

fundamental difference between an explanation and an argument. A good opportunity for learning is opened up when

students are aspiring to find the truth, not simply being satisfied with what they believe to be true. We conclude that

students do not always engage in discussions that support their learning in the best way, and we discuss implications for

using peer instruction as a teaching method.
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1. Introduction

The process of understanding a problem and asses-

sing the suitability of a solution involves the forming

of a cognitive model of both the problem and the

solution spaces [1]. This cognitive model evolves as

the solution is implemented and validated, but also

through the interactions with other stakeholders.
Such interactions are important since they enable

new interpretations and knowledge to be merged

with the initial cognitive model. One way to chal-

lenge students to form and refine their cognitive

models, or their conceptual understanding, is

through peer instruction during lectures.

Mazur developed and popularized peer instruc-

tion as amethod to activate students during lectures
[2]. After a brief lecture (around 15 minutes), he

gives the students a multiple-choice question. The

students first answer the question individually

(using clickers or flashcards), then discuss their

answer with a fellow student (a peer), and finally

answer the question again individually. Peer

instruction has gained a considerable amount of

attention due to claims of dramatic improvement in
learning gains [3].

Crouch and Mazur found that very few students

who had a correct answer before the peer discussion

changed to an incorrect answer [4]. This implies that

if a student with an incorrect answer is paired with a

student with the correct answer, the student with

the correct answer is often successful in convincing

the one with the incorrect answer to change his/her

answer to the correct one. This could mean that the
student with the incorrect answer has learned some-

thing new based on his/her peer’s arguments and

therefore changed his/her answer. But it could also

mean that the student with the right answer is just

better at convincing the other student to change his/

her answer based on other factors than strong

arguments (for example, a student who is usually

right or very confident in his/her answer). To
distinguish between these two alternatives, Smith

and colleagues designed an experiment where they,

directly after the students had re-voted on the first

question, asked them a similar, or isomorphic,

question [5]. Not only did they find that the

number of correct answers to question one

increased after the discussion by an average of

20%, they also found that the number of correct
answers to the isomorphic question was 21% higher
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than the number of correct answers to the first

question.

What the study by Smith and colleagues, which

was published in Science, does not explain is what

actually happens during the interaction between the

students and how this influences their conceptual
understanding of the subject. In other words, the

students are treated as ‘‘black-boxes’’. In a response

to the findings by Smith and colleagues, Knight and

colleagues conducted a study where 83 student

discussions were recorded, transcribed and ana-

lysed in terms of to what extent the students

reasoned during peer instruction [6]. They found

that the students’ discussions involved the exchange
of claims, reasoning based on evidence and war-

rants—what Toulmin [7] defines as statements link-

ing claims to supporting evidence—and that this

had a positive impact on their learning. To better

understand the nature of the reasoning, the types of

interaction that goes on between two students while

they reason, we conducted a qualitative research

study [8], seeking the answer to three research
questions:

1. What type of reasoning can engineering stu-
dents engage in during a peer instruction ses-

sion?

2. What learning possibilities can these different

types of reasoning enable?

3. What are the implications for using peer

instruction as a teaching method?

In line with the qualitative nature of our study, the

aim is neither to be exhaustive nor to count frequen-

cies of reasoning types but to capture the various

ways students can interact with each other while
discussing multiple choice questions and the impact

this has on the learning opportunities.

The rest of the article is organised as follows. In

section 2, we describe the research setting, including

the methods for data collection and data analysis.

Section 3 contains the results, three different types

of reasoning—affirmative, motivating and argu-

mentative. In section 4, we discuss our findings in
terms of opportunities for learning, impact on

teaching and the relationship between reasoning

and software design.We then conclude and propose

future strands of research in relation to argumenta-

tive discussions and software designs in section 5.

2. Method

As the purpose of this study is to investigate how
students discuss the multiple-choice questions

during a peer instruction session and what possibi-

lities for learning these discussions enable, a quali-

tative research approach was used, with a

combination of data collection strategies [8–10].

Twelve third-year software engineering students

volunteered to participate in the study. The students

were put into six groups to simulate a peer instruc-

tion session. This session did not take place in a

lecture hall surrounded by other students, but in a

smaller roomwith one of the authors as an observer.
The reason was that we wanted to be better able to

monitor and record the students when reasoning

and interacting and therefore chose a more con-

trolled setting.

The students were divided into six pairs based on

their own preference, just as they would sit next to

their preferred peer in a lecture hall and chosewhom

to discuss with. There is no focus on the students’
individual background or other contextual factors

such as age, gender or ambition. For this study it

was most important that they represent the same

level of education, bachelor students in computer

science related programmes, currently taking a class

in model-driven software development [11]. More-

over, the questions were relevant to what the

students had been taught during class in their
current course.

The multiple-choice questions that the students

discussed focused on software designs represented

as, sometimes simplified, UML diagrams [12].

These questions were developed by Stikkolorum

et al. [13]. For the purpose of this study we chose

two sets of questions containing a pair of iso-

morphic questions each. One of the sets focused
on the interpretation of a directed association and

included the question presented in Fig. 1. This

questionwas complemented by an isomorphic ques-

tion where reuse was replaced by change. In the

second set, the questions concerned the principle of

high cohesion and low coupling [14]. For this

purpose a question on how to organise the respon-

sibilities of a modem, detailed by Stikkolorum et al.
[13], was used together with an isomorphic question

where the syntactic structure of the candidate solu-

tions were the same but the domain instead was an

audio system. We varied the ordering between the

isomorphic questions fromdiscussion to discussion.

By changing the questions and generating more
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Fig. 1. An example of a multiple-choice question used in this
study.



varied discussions, we gained a better understand-

ing of what types of discussions that can occur.

Our sequence of posing questions replicates the

one used in the study by Smith et al. [5]. The first

question, Q1 (see Fig. 2), was answered individually

without collaboration to test the students’ indivi-

dual conceptual understanding of software design.
When both students had answered they were asked

to discuss their answers. They were then asked to

answer the first question again, Q1ad (ad is an

abbreviation for ‘‘after discussion), with the oppor-

tunity to revise and change their answers. Finally,

the students individually answered the isomorphic

question,Q2, on the same topic but in anewcontext.

The reason for the second question is to see if the
discussions between Q1 and Q1ad had a positive or

negative impact on the students’ conceptual under-

standing.

The empirical data for this study consisted of: (1)

the students’ answers to the sequence of questions

(collected on separate sheets of paper); (2) audio

recordings of the peer discussions; and (3) record-

ings from semi-structured interviews with indivi-
dual students directly after each session.Wedecided

that the positive aspects of individual interviews

outweighed those of group, or pair interviews,

since we wanted to know the individuals thoughts

regarding the discussion and its implications.

Allowing for peer influence here would mean that

the same phenomena that influence the individual’s

decision can have an impact on how a student
chooses to answer the interview questions. This

also gave us the possibility to contrast the answers

from the interviews with what was said during the

discussions.

The recordings of the peer discussions and the

individual interviews were transcribed verbatim

after the event. The transcripts were analysed

using a general inductive approach. The aim of this
kind of qualitative data analysis is to identify and

describe patterns or themes that emerge from and

cut across the data. During the data analysis,

preliminary results were discussed among all the

authors of this paper ona regular basis to strengthen

the reliability of the results [9].

As described in the introduction, the study by

Smith and colleagues uses the isomorphic question
to evaluate what kind of learning the students have

achieved through their discussions [5].Our objective

is instead to explore what type of discussions the

students engage in. Initially, we also wanted to see if

there were any correlations between types of discus-

sions and types of learning. While we found differ-

ent types of discussionswe could notmap these onto

different types of learning outcomes. There were

two main reasons for this; what we, as teachers, see

as an isomorphic question does not seem to be

isomorphic from a student perspective and there
were too few discussions with respect to types to

cover all permutations in terms of order of the

isomorphic questions. Including more student

pairs into the study was not an option due to time

constraints. So choosing between focusing on what

happened during the discussions and the relation-

ship between discussion and learning types, we

decided to focus on how students reason during
peer instruction. The different types of discussions

that we identified are presented in the next section.

We are, however, still interested in what opportu-

nities for learning that these different types of

discussions enable and what the implications are

for using peer instruction as a teaching method, so

these are topics we turn to in the discussion section.

3. Results

An analysis of the data resulted in the identification

of three qualitatively different types of discussions.

In order to capture the educationally critical aspects

of these different types of discussions, we found it

fruitful to characterize a certain type of discussion

along three dimensions: range, resource and reason-
ing. Range denotes the extent to which the students

discuss alternative answers; resource denotes the

extent to which students draw on prior knowledge

and experiences during the discussion; and reason-

ing denotes the level at which the students support

their statements. For this last dimension we have

drawn on the distinction between an explanation

and an argument: ‘‘To offer an explanation of a fact
is presuming it is true. An argument, in contrast, is

an attempt to establish truth’’ [15]. Worth noting

here is that Toulmin defines argumentation as

making a claim, supporting the claim with evidence

and ultimately supplying a warrant that links the

claim to the evidence [7]. Knight et al. [6] follow

Toulmin’s definition anddonot distinguish between

explanatory and argumentative discussions.
In Table 1, we label the three types of discussions

we identified— affirmative,motivating and argumen-

tative—and characterize them along the three

dimensions.What follows in this section is a descrip-
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tion of the three types of discussions, supportedwith

illustrative extracts from the peer discussions and

the interviews.

3.1 Type 1—Affirmative discussions

The first type of discussion is characterized by a low

number of alternatives being discussed as well as a

low extent of experiential discussion. The students

more or less simply state their answerwith their peer

agreeing. The discussion is over when the students
have reached a consensus on what they believe to be

the correct answer and they do not show any desire

of discussing the question further. This type of

discussion therefore tends to be much shorter than

the other types: 1–2 minutes long, in comparison to

4–6 minutes for Type 2 and Type 3.

Half of the groups, three out of six, engaged in

this type of discussion, and these students picked the
same alternative, as illustrated in Table 2. Two

groups picked a wrong (W) alternative and one

group picked the right (R) alternative. The students

did not know if they had picked the correct alter-

native or not, but they knew that they hadpicked the

same alternative.

The following excerpt is an example of what the

discussion looks like in the case of an affirmative
discussion:

A1 The tricky part as I see it is the word ‘‘Reuse’’.
A2 Yes.
A1 What is meant by that really? If you should use

class B in itself . . .
A2 Or if you should subclass it.
A1 Yes, exactly. Or change it . . .
A2 Or use it somewhere else.
A1 Mm, that’s themost unclear [part of the question]

since it’s not a word we normally use. But as I
interpret it, we want to use class B as it is. And
since class B is defined as an inheritance of A then
the answer, for me anyway, is that it must inherit
from A.

A2 Mm, I had the same reasoning.

Here, the focus of the discussion in this pair, which

we will call A1A2, is confined to support as the first

student explains his/her choice of alternative and the

other student supports this statement, clearly sup-

porting each other’s theories and explanations.

There are no alternative interpretations of the

answer. When both students are done comparing

and confirming each other’s answers, the discussion

is treated as completed.
The excerpts below are from two different inter-

views with students from two different Type 1

discussions. The answers are characteristic for stu-

dents engaging in Type 1 discussions and show that

the students themselves used the discussion only to

confirm their own theory. The question was: Did

you find the discussion stimulating?

A2 It was good for making me more certain, I
interpreted the arrow in the right way. So it’s
nice to have a discussion to... Maybe the discus-
sion would have given more if it was a question
where we had different answers in the beginning
and we could discuss why one alternative would
be better than the other. But still, one becomes
more certain having a discussion and agreeing.

Student A3 answered the same question in the
following way:

A3 It was quite brief; we had both picked the same
answer so it was not exactly a discussion.More of
agreeing on our choice. So we did not actually
have any arguments. It was quite brief. I think
that perhaps with such an easy question you don’t
really need a big discussion about it.

These excerpts support the classification of Type 1

discussions as narrow and limited to one or few

alternatives being discussed. The students them-
selves even exhibit uncertainty as to whether their

discussions are discussions at all, as they know they

have the same answer and there is noone toquestion

their theory. This shows that the students are

satisfied with confirming their answer with each

other and neglect to discuss alternative answers or

principles. The first excerpt also shows that the
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Table 1. Characterising the three types of discussions along three dimensions

Type Range Resource Reasoning

Affirmative One (or only few) candidate
solution is discussed

No (or little) connection to prior
experience and knowledge

Stating an answer

Motivating Several candidate solutions are
discussed

Prior experience and knowledge
is used

Explaining an answer

Argumentative All candidate solutions are
discussed

Extensive use of prior experience
and knowledge

Arguing for an answer

Table 2. Outcomes for groups engaging in affirmative discussions

Participants Q1 Q1ad Q2

A1 + A2 W +W (Fig. 1) W + W (Fig. 1) R + R
A3 + A4 W +W (Fig. 1) W + W (Fig. 1) R + R
B1 + B2 R + R R + R W +W (Fig. 1)



students express a confidence boost, from Q1 to

Q1ad, by talking to their peer about the question

and their answers.

There are occasions in all Type 1 discussions

where one of the students tries to introduce more

abstract explanations or arguments in the discus-
sion. Here is one example:

B3 But I’munsure of the second alternative, I want to
use that one to kind of, but I don’t know if it
means the same thing, I don’t know.

B4 Uh... [pause] But the . . . no.
B3 [Quick response, interrupting B4] But no, you

don’t need to. It’s just that B is the same as A
but something else as well.

B4 Mm.
B3 That’s right. [Pause] Well, then I agree with you.
B4 Well, all right then.

This excerpt shows how one of the students tries to
broaden the discussion. But once they begin to, the

discussion comes to a halt and the question is not

being taken any further, leading the discussion to an

end.This example shows howType 1discussions are

characterized by short discussions where alternative

answers or principles do not seem necessary to

discuss. Rather, it seems that the main objective is

to find the right answer and to reach an agreement
on that answer.

3.2 Type 2—Motivating discussions

The second type of discussion is far more extensive

in time and content than Type 1. During Type 2

discussions, most of the candidate solutions are

taken into account. The students also engage in a

discussion that allows them to bring in a variety of
resources, such as previous knowledge and experi-

ences. They compare answers and explain why their

choice is right and why the other alternatives are

wrong before coming to a consensus and ending the

discussion. However, the students also tend to agree

with each other on the majority of the statements

being made. The explanations are either new expla-

nations or additions to the explanations by their
peers. There are very few counter arguments that

could provide an alternative perspective on the

subject. One group in our study engaged in a Type

2 discussion and both students in this group picked

the same incorrect alternative for Q1, see Table 3.

The following excerpt illustrates the difference

between Type 1 and Type 2 discussions, where the

students now continue to discuss after the initial
stating and agreeing:

C2 So, we believe design B . . .

C1 Yes.
C2 What did you think?
C1 Uhm, well I went a bit on intuition. I dismissed

[alternative] C direct generally.
C2 Mm, yes.
C1 Because it doesn’t make sense to have one respon-

sibility per class, a responsibility that tight.
C2 No, then it becomes too many classes.
C1 Yes, exactly. It would be . . . absurd, especially

when some things, thinking of a responsibility as
send and receive, are very related. Then I think it
would become too much.

Here, there is an initial consensus but rather than

just simply stating the explanation to the answer,

like in Type 1 discussions, the students continue the

discussion. C2 is asking for a motivation to the
answer and thus the discussion is lead on to a level

of explanation and argumentation. As another

example of a Type 2 discussion, consider the follow-

ing excerpt where the students are discussing the

coupling and cohesion of the modem:

C2 AndA is a bit . . . well everything in the same class,
we have learned that you shouldn’t have that.

C1 Yes, exactly. Well . . . I pondered a bit about it
that . . . it wouldn’t be that terrible anyway.

C2 No, it’s a pretty small system actually.
C1 Yes, exactly. Because if one were to consider it

[alternative A] to be a part of a bigger system if
you would expand with more functions then I
thinkB ismuchbetter thanA in that case. Because
A would be infinitely long almost.

C2 Well yes, you have to make some levelling there.
You don’t want too many distributions, not too
few either.

C1 Yes, exactly.

This is an example of how the students take different

alternatives into account. They also widen the

discussion with hypothetical comparisons and

bring in outside experience to the discussion. The

two excerpts above are typical for Type 2 discus-
sions in the sense that the students express the same

opinion and view. There are no counter arguments

in the discussion, making it a discussion without

new perspectives.

The following excerpt from the interview with a

student from a Type 2 discussion supports our

characterisation of this type of discussion. The

question was: Did you find the discussion stimulat-
ing?

C1 Yeah, yeah I think so. Discussing these types of
programming patterns is very helpful to develop
your understanding and often discussions have
helped me from believing one practice is the best
to believe another practice is the best, and I think
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Table 3. Outcomes for groups engaging in motivating discussions

Participants Q1 Q1ad Q2

C1 + C2 W +W (see [4]) W + W (see [4]) R + R



that’s pretty general thing . . . if you can come up
with enough arguments you can basically convert
anyone to your way of thinking. So I think such
discussions are very helpful, especially when it
comes to programming where there’s no one
specific solution that is correct, just one that is
neater, I guess. ‘Cause it’s not so much about
facts, it’s more about . . . It’s subjective really.

Students who engaged in Type 2 discussions viewed

the discussion as an opportunity to explain different

alternatives in order to reach a correct answer, and

therefore also discussed most of the other alterna-

tives to exclude them.

3.3 Type 3—Argumentative discussions

Here, the students take the discussion to a more

abstract level. The students also use counter argu-

ments as they try to reinforce their answers and

prove their peer wrong. They use previous knowl-

edge and external experiences to support their

arguments and show that the principles are applic-

able outside of the context of the question and
situation.

Two groups engaged in a Type 3 discussion and

both pairs had different answers on Q1 before the

discussion, see Table 4. But in one group, B3B4, a

student changed his/her alternative from Q1 to

Q1ad and in the other group, C3C4, neither of the

students changed their answer from Q1 to Q1ad. In

the individual interview it is clear that, even if none
of the students in B3B4 changed their answer, one of

the students, B3, reconsiders which alternatives

might be true. The discussions of this type begin

with argumentation to why they have chosen their

respective answers.

As an example of how the argumentation plays

out in a Type 3 discussion, consider the following

excerpt where the students in group B3B4 are
discussing the isomorphic question to Fig. 1:

B3 But I don’t think you need to inherit from A. If
you change something in class B then why would
you need to inherit something from A, you
already inherit from A, I think.

B4 Yes, well I don’t need to inherit something new.
But if I subclass something Imust inheritwhat’s in
there. It depends on what it [pointing to arrow?]
refers to, if it . . .

B3 Yes, exactly . . .
B4 If it refers to the fact that I must have that exact

behaviour or... because class B inherits automa-
tically.

B3 But it’s not the arrow we investigate. That means

that . . . if you draw an arrow from B to A, then it
means that we inherit it.

B4 Mm.
B3 But the question is if we change class B . . .
B4 Yes, that’s right.
B3 So then it’s clearly answer 3.
B4 Yes, ok. Precisely, it’s that structured.

Here the students use arguments and not explana-

tions since they try to convince each other what the

implications of the arrow are and then choose an

alternative instead of the other way around. This

can clearly be seenby the fact that it is at the end they

first mention which alternative they should choose.

Note how B4 starts this segment of the discussion
with a counter argument towhat B3 believes regard-

ing how the to interpret the association. Here, B4

presents a new interpretation that is in conflict with

what B3 said in his/her argument. This excerpt also

provides a glimpse of how the discussion is more

abstract than the Type 1 discussion, when he

students bring in the more abstract term subclass

to reason around the association between classes A
and B.

As an example on how counter arguments affect

the individual learning process, consider the follow-

ing excerpt from the interviewwithB4.Thequestion

was: What made you change your answer?

B4 The discussion we had really made me realize
that . . . why B was a subtype of A is kind of
logical when you see B to A. So you know that B
knows about A and that’s the logical way to
program it. That convinced me that
[alternative 3] was the right answer.

Here, B4 does admit to succumbing to B3’s answer,

as it made him see the question in a logical way. This

shows that students can influence their peers to see

the subject from another point of view by using

counter arguments. As an illustration of how both

counter argumentation works and how they use

abstract arguments in Type 3 discussions, consider

the following excerpt from the discussion between
C3 and C4 where they are discussing the modem

question from the perspective of coupling and

cohesion:

C3 It’s for themost general case I believe that [model]
one is better.

C4 Yes, if we want to expand . . .
C3 Yes, but maybe it’s unnecessary to do that by

some . . . Yes well, if one were to see it again . . .
then it feels like a better . . .

C4 Buthoware they linked there?Because later onwe
must somehow, depend on ‘‘connection’’ I guess?
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Table 4. Outcomes for groups engaging in argumentative discussions

Participants Q1 Q1ad Q2

B3 + B4 R +W W +W W +W (Fig. 1)
C3 + C4 W + R (see [4]) W + R (see [4]) R + R



C3 Hmm, well yes [pause]. But then A should still be
lying in there somehow. That the modem in
control determines how it is transmitted and
then . . .

C4 But it’s more, you can’t really come to that
there . . . or can you? Because it’s more a have
relationship? [pointing to the class diagram] An
arrow like that?

C3 Hmm, that’s right.
C4 The modem doesn’t have any public . . .
C3 Well maybe it is . . .
C4 It doesn’t have any public methods whatsoever.

[pause]
C4 If you were to code this it would be interesting,

because then you would have needed, then you
need some kind of interface towards the others.

C3 Mm, I believe I thought more of heritage so then
you could access... It could just be that it’s only
have [relationship], just a separation of the code
then.

Here, the students present different principles and

try to draw on outside experiences to support their

arguments. They use examples from other contexts

than the question itself, which hints that the dialo-
gue is being driven by an inquiry to understand each

other’s point of view. The students in this group

seem to understand each other’s point of view but

do not share it due to a lack of convincing argu-

ments. The following excerpt shows an example of

how the students perceived the discussion. It’s from

the interview with C3, who is answering the ques-

tion: What are your general thoughts about the
discussion?

C3 It was good to have I guess, you get a new
perspective on the question and though it did
not change my final answer my choices were
changed between the questions so I had a different
mind-set but in the end I choose the same.

Here, the student claims that even though he/she
did not change answer from Q1 to Q1ad he/she

gained a new perspective through the discussion.

C4, on the other hand, did not perceive the discus-

sionwithC3 as stimulating, but instead brings up an

important aspect of the questions in the interview.

Consider the following excerpt were C4 answers the

question: Have you had any good experience of

when questions to discuss in the classroom have led
to good discussions?

C4 It probably depends on the subject. If it’s an
interesting subject then it’s a good idea, but for
the teachers it’s hard to know how the students
think about the subject, are they interested or are
they just there for . . .

This student points out that some topics are just not

interesting enough in themselves to create good

discussions, and some students do not have any

interest in learning the subject for that particular

lecture.

4. Discussion

We have identified and characterized three qualita-

tively different types of discussions that students

engage in during a peer instruction session. In this

section, we turn to our second and third research

question, and discuss what learning possibilities

that each type of discussion enables as well as
implications for teaching and reasoning about soft-

ware designs.

4.1 Opportunities for learning

In Type 1 or affirmative discussions, the students
agree with each other and quickly come to a con-

clusion. In these discussions there is no real argu-

mentation taking place, only a short series of

explanations as to why they have chosen the ‘‘cor-

rect’’ alternative and the discussion is over very

quickly. The resources that the students bring into

the discussion and can learn from are their own

explanation regarding why their alternative is cor-
rect and their peer’s explanation as to why the

alternative is correct. To explain why the alternative

is right, the students need to formulate their expla-

nations in their own words. So even if they have the

same explanation they may have two different

formulations of it [16, p.22]. In the process of turn-

ing thoughts into words, the students need to

structure their thoughts and they might see their
own explanation in a new perspective. In general,

when a student turns his/her thoughts into words it

seems to make the thought clearer. It also seems to

make the thought more open for self-critique. (This

phenomenon can be observed in every classroom

where the teacher only needs to ask the students to

explain their thinking to make the students see and

correct their ownmistake). Butwe have in our study
no data of any students engaging in Type 1 discus-

sion changing a wrong answer to the correct one.

This would have been an indicator of a student

correcting a mistake in their explanation. The

results show that students tend to stick to their

alternative and are more comfortable with their

choice after the discussion. This is an indicator

that Type 1 discussions are incapable of challenging
misconceptions. However, the learning possibilities

the students have when engaging in this type of

discussion is a broadening and strengthening of

previous beliefs. This happens regardless if the

answer is correct or not, and can therefore

strengthen misconceptions.

Our results show that Type 2 or motivating

discussions start the same way as Type 1 discus-
sions, with acknowledging the other student’s rea-

soning and agreeing with each other. But then the

students continue to discuss the other alternatives,

offer explanations as to why they are wrong and
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some of the discussions contain references to more

general principles. To try to explain why the other

alternatives are wrong is good since there is asmuch

value in knowing what is wrong and why, as there is

in knowing what is right and why [15]. By widening

the discussion to include more explanations and
general principles the discussion offers better possi-

bilities for learning. Firstly, the students have a

greater chance to get familiar with arguments that

they did not know before and to hear more argu-

ments explained in different ways, an experience

also discussed by Knight et al. [6]. This process of

broadening and strengthening previous beliefs is the

same as in Type 1 discussions. But since there are
nowmore explanations in this type of discussion the

students have more material to draw on to broaden

previous beliefs. Secondly, having both more expla-

nations and general principles makes it easier to

construct their own principles, which help them

transfer their learning to other contexts. In other

words, by taking what is common in the explana-

tions and make sure they do not contradict each
other they can broaden their previous beliefs about

the subject. This will make the subject easier to use

outside the context of the question [17, p.68].

In the interviews, all students engaging in Type 1

and Type 2 discussions said that they kept their

initial answers since their peer confirmed their ideas.

The reason the students from these types of discus-

sion kept their answer, and even gained more
confidence in their answer, is that their choice was

confirmed by another person. The desired reason to

keep or change the answer should rather depend on

the quality of the argument. The students excluded

the other alternatives when they answered it indivi-

dually but not in the discussion. There lies a danger

in these types of discussions. When the students

acquire new explanations to their false beliefs they
also gain more confidence that it is a correct belief

and therefore have lessmotivation toquestion it and

correct theirmistake. These discussions do not seem

to aspire for a quest to find the true answer, but

rather a quest to pick the ‘‘correct’’ answer and give

an explanation as to why it is correct. And the

correct answer in this case seems to be based on

something different than the strength of the argu-
ment: the ‘‘correct’’ answer is found when the

students come to a consensus.

Type 3 or argumentative discussions offer an

opportunity for the students to see the question

from another point of view and hence offers a

possibility for conceptual change. What mainly

distinguishes Type 3 discussions from Type 2 dis-

cussions is the use of counter arguments. There is a
shift in focus here from explaining their answer to

arguing which alternative is right. This shift is

important for what learning possibilities the discus-

sion holds. Osborne, for example, points out that

argumentation plays an important role in science

education since it seems to be a core process in

learning, thinking and creating new understanding.

He also writes that arguments containing counter-

arguments and rebuttals have the greatest value, ‘‘as
they require the ability to compare, contrast and

distinguish different lines of reasoning’’ [15, p. 464].

This means that the possibilities for learning are

much better in Type 3 discussions. This type of

discussion has the same richness in terms of content

as Type 2 discussions and thus the same potential to

broaden and strengthen previous beliefs, but the use

of counter arguments also opens up for the possibi-
lity for the students to reassess previous beliefs and

see the subject from a new perspective. With this

follows the possibility to spot and correct miscon-

ceptions.

4.2 Implications for teaching

Our results validate that students do not always
discuss the question in a way that helps them to

learn [18–20]. Instead, reasoning seems to be a skill

that has to be explicitly taught and used in practice

by students [6, 20–22]. Teachers need to encourage

students to discuss the questions in a way that

includes argumentation and different perspectives

on the problem. How this could be done more

specifically is an area for another study, but we
can offer some thoughts on what might work. One

strategy, also used by Mazur, is to encourage

students to discuss with a partner who has picked

a different alternative. Another strategy is to encou-

rage students to discuss all of the alternatives and try

to defend them, instead of just choosing the one they

think is right and coming up with an explanation as

to why it is right. This requires that teachers explain
the difference between an argument and an explana-

tion.

We have seen that the discussion can actually

strengthen the students’ misconceptions. Teachers

need to address this after the discussion. One way to

do this, is to not only explain why the correct answer

is correct, but also why the other alternatives are

wrong. Another way is to do a different kind of
assessment in order to identify and correct student

misconceptions.

Illeris [17] emphasizes that intrinsic motivation,

or wanting to learn, is also important. It was clear

from the interviews that the students have experi-

enced discussionswhere they did not discuss at all. If

the discussions are going to be of good use for

learning, there must at least be one student in the
discussion who is there with an intention to use the

discussion to learn. This can be triggered when the

students have chosen different alternatives. But the

problemwith usingmultiple-choice questions is that
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the teacher cannot force the students to answer the

way he/she wants to, and even if they do, the

discussion might not reach its full potential. In

some cases it might be better to use more open

questions with a greater number of answers, and

maybe more than one correct one, to increase the
learning potential of the discussion. What the

teacher looses is the opportunity to choose which

alternative answers the students should discuss,

usually common misconceptions, and the opportu-

nity to collect quantitative data. The teacher must,

as always, balance the gains and losses against each

other and choose the most effective strategy in that

particular situation.

4.3 Abstract reasoning and software designs

One set of questions concerned the relationship

between two classes and what would happen if

class B, unidirectionally related to class A, should

be changed or reused, respectively. For these ques-

tions the students were confused about the inter-
pretation of the arrow, repeatedly taking it to mean

inheritance. While the students use the appropriate

terminology they use it for the wrong concepts. And

the ensuing discussion only strengthened their mis-

conception. An example of this is when student A2

claims that the discussion was fruitful since it

confirmed that ‘‘I interpreted the arrow in the

right way’’. This resonates with earlier critique of
the UML in terms of size and complexity [23]—the

students have difficulties in remembering the seman-

tics of the different arrowheads.

The other two questions involved the notions of

cohesion and coupling. Here the students in discus-

sion C1C2 did not use the right terminology, an

indication of low abstract reasoning, but still got the

right answer after a motivating discussion. While
the pair struggled with the terminology they still

showed ability for abstract reasoning when discuss-

ing if the example in the question was large enough

for the idea of high cohesion and low coupling to be

applicable. The other student pair, C3C4, that

reasoned around cohesion and coupling where

also helped by their combined reasoning, this time

from an argumentative discussion. Also C3 and C4
had problems finding the right terminology but

demonstrated abstract reasoning skills when

trying to relate the information conveyed by the

models to source code. While our samples are too

small for a quantitative analysis, the student

answers imply that domain knowledge is important

for assessing the suitability of candidate designs. In

our case the students struggled with the question of
coupling and cohesion for the modem but got it

right for the audio system.

Kramer argues that students’ capability of inter-

preting designs depends on their ability to reason

about abstractions [24]. This is in contrast to the

findings of Bennedsen and Caspersen who studied

abstractions as an indicator for students’ ability to

learn software concepts [25]. Our own results point

in both directions. While it seems that discussions

containing a more abstract reasoning tend to help
student pairs to get the right answer, the students in

our study also found the problems concerning

coupling and cohesion easier to reason about. This

raises the question whether the nature of the pro-

blems enable or mitigate abstract reasoning.

5. Conclusions and future research

Based on previous research on student discussions,

we designed a qualitative research study to answer

three questions: (1) What types of discussions can

engineering students engage in during a peer

instruction session? (2) What learning possibilities

can these different types of discussions enable? and

(3)What are the implications for using peer instruc-
tion as a teachingmethod?Here,we briefly conclude

in relation to each of these questions.

What type of discussions can engineering students

engage in during a peer instruction session?We have

identified and characterized three qualitatively dif-

ferent types of discussions: affirmative discussions,

motivating discussions and argumentative discus-

sions. The affirmative discussion (Type 1) is char-
acterized by a stating of answers and quick

agreement. The motivating discussion (Type 2) is

more extensive in time and wider in the sense that

more alternatives are discussed. Here, the students

explain why they have picked their answer and

explain why they have excluded the other alterna-

tives. Argumentative discussions (Type 3) contain a

more advanced level of support as they include
counter arguments.

What learning possibilities can these different types

of discussions enable? The learning possibilities vary

for the three different types of discussions. During

Type 1 discussions, students may broaden and

fortify their previous beliefs. During Type 2 discus-

sions, the learning possibilities are increased by the

inclusion of principles and contextual references.
Type 3 discussions offer an opportunity to see the

question fromadifferent point of view.Here, the use

of counter arguments opens up for the possibility

for the students to reassess their previous beliefs and

hence to spot and correct misconceptions.

What are the implications for using peer instruction

as a teaching method? Teachers need to encourage

students to discuss the questions in a way that
includes argumentation and different perspectives

on the problem. One strategy is to encourage

students to discuss with a peer who has picked a

different alternative. In some cases itmight be better
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to use more open questions with greater number of

answers, and maybe more than one correct one, to

increase the learning potential of the discussion. In

practice, this means that both the way teachers

chose to teach reasoning and the nature of the

problems students are asked to reason about will
have an impact on the learning opportunities.

We still don’t know how to ensure that peer

discussions are fruitful. There is a need for a

follow up study with a larger student group to

explore when students engage in argumentative

discussions, which seem to hold the best learning

possibilities; a study that investigates circumstances

that lead students to argue for their answers and
what teachers can do to create such learning envir-

onments. Another promising line of enquiry is the

concept of isomorphic questions and which pro-

blems students find more challenging in terms of

UML notations and problem domains.
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